
CLIENT:

NEED:
As a start-up technology business with intellectual property to protect and global sales on the 5 year plan, 
Kitsunei needed a business structure and commercialisation strategy to execute.  With a business that 
delivers directly into Advance Queensland initiatives, the Ignite Queensland grant was explored as an avenue 
for funding.  Whilst the eligibility criteria were readily met, the requirements to apply for Tier 1 funding of 
$100,000 demanded further documentation and planning than the Directors had performed to date.  Upon 
closer consideration it was determined that regardless of the outcome of the grant application, the process 
required for the grant was best practice and needed to be done to successfully commercialise in any event. 
The Directors however, needed support to perform detailed business planning, budgeting, cashflows, risk 
management and milestone setting, especially to meet the grant deadline of 3 weeks.  

RESULT:

TESTIMONIAL:

www.hanrickcurran.com.au

CASE STUDY 
Commercialising revolutionary 
concepts with Ignite grant

Kitsunei Pty Ltd is an innovative Australian company embarking on 
commercialising an active learning educational resource that empowers 
teachers of year 6 – 12 students to deliver into STEM curriculum outcomes 
whereby preparing our students with skills and mindsets required to be 
successful in the future.  

After 3 years of toil and research, accolades from partner university QUT and 
pilot schools, the Directors connected with Hanrick Curran for support on the 
commercialisation journey.

Hanrick Curran swiftly compiled a grant application team with skills in financial modelling, 
project management, business planning and grant writing.  A collaborative coordinated 
project commenced with a clear understanding of grant conditions, an overview of all 

supporting documentation needed, a stock take of client documentation to date and a prioritised approach 
to advancing the information gathering.  

Templates for business plans, project plans and risk management plans with a suitable level of complexity 
were all populated to meet the documentation evidence, in addition budget and cashflows were built which 
will be maintained in the future.  Whilst the documentation library was crucial to support the grant application, 
its development has underpinned a clear strategy for commercialisation and beyond, providing the Directors 
with clear and measurable next steps.

We are on the cusp of commercialising a platform for launching students to greater heights of STEM learning and 
entrepreneurial endeavour.  The research and proof of concept has been safely wrapped up in a commercialisation 
strategy following the expert guidance and support of Hanrick Curran.  I have been delighted by the engagement, 
interest and ability to ‘get us’ by my advisers at Hanrick Curran.  They have cajoled, directed and supported the 
path to grant application but in the process have underpinned my confidence to execute what is now a very clear 
strategy to market.  Hanrick Curran aren’t just our Accountants, I consider them business partners important to 
the future success of the business.                                                Peter Riley, Chief Executive Officer, Kitsunei Pty Ltd


